
Pick Up Your  
Retriever And

Start Improving 
Your Shooting 

Consistency  
Today!

Visit  www.ChiefsProClean.com
For Detailed Instructions  
On Using Your Retriever

The Retriever’s patented design & precision crafting 
clean rifling grooves like no other tool can!

It Isn’t Clean
Unless It’s Pro Clean

It Isn’t Clean
Unless It’s Pro Clean



The Retriever 
cleans your  
muzzleloader  
like nothing else 
can for enhanced  
accuracy!

Accuracy of shot placement 

depends upon consistent 

loading pressure.Consistent 

loading pressure depends 

upon a clean rifle.

The Retriever cleans,  

removes and collects the 

powder, plastic and lead 

residue left in the rifling 

grooves after each shot. 

 

You get a thoroughly cleaned 

barrel, promoting consistent 

loading and shooting accuracy.

Each Retriever model is  

precision manufactured to 

match the rifle’s specifications. 

One size does NOT fit all! 

This makes sure the Retriever 

cleans the most debris from 
you rifle.

Standard cleaning patches don't 
reach into rifling grooves of the

barrel like the Retriever does!

Cloth
Patch

the
Retriever The photo shows how 

much debris is removed 
AFTER a patch with 
cleaning fluid has  
already been run 
through the barrel.

Choosing the right Retriever model for your muzzleloader
Not all muzzleloaders are equal! 

Manufacturers use different 

specs when designing the rifling 

grooves in their muzzleloaders. 

There are several models of  

the Retriever, each precision  

designed to fit within the 

model’s rifling tolerances.  

When you go to purchase  

a Retreiver, read the  

muzzleloader models it fits.

Thompson 
Center
All .50 cal. rifles  
except Pennsylvanians
CVA   
.50 cal. Accura, Electra,  
Optima Elite, All Optimas,  
Kodiak, Beartooth,  
Buckhorn, Wolf
Winchester   .50 cal.
Knight   All .50 cal.
Green Mt.   
.50 cal. , IBS 1 in 28
Savage   All .50 cal.
NEF   .50 cal. 

#102
Thompson 
Center
.45 cal. Inlines
CVA
.45 cal. Optima 
& Kodiak
Winchester
.45 cal.
Knight
.45 cal.
Green Mt.
.45 cal.  
IBS 1in30 bullet barrel 

Remington
700 ML .50 cal.
Green Mt.
.50 cal. IBS 1in70

Traditions
.50 cal.
Austin Halleck
.50 cal.
Remington
Genesis .50 cal.

#104 #105 #107

It Isn’t Clean
Unless It’s Pro Clean

Made in the USA


